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U.S. Nuclear Regulator Commission |

ATTN: Document Control Center j
Washington, D.C. 20555 ,

|

Subject: Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station
License No. DPR-28 (Docket No. 50-271) j
Fire Systems Out of Service Greater Than 14 Days

!

l
Emergency Diesel Generator A & B Fire Detection Systems

|

The fire suppression sprinkler systems for Emergency Diesel Generators (EDG) A & B are being modified
as indicated in Vermont Yankee LER 97 19. During this modification the smoke detectors are blocked by |
temporary work platforms used to access the overhead sprinkler piping. The fire detection system is I

considered out of service while the work platforms are in place. An hourly fire watch has been established I

in the affected EDG Room in accordance with our Technical Specifications.

Vermont Yankee Technical Specification 3.13. A.2 indicates that:

i

"From and after the date that less than the minimum number of sensors or their associated
instruments are found to be operable, a fire watch shall be established to inspect the location with
the inoperable sensor or instruments at least once every hour. Restore the required number of
sensors and instruments to be operable status within 14 days or submit a report within the next 30
days to the commission as specified in 6.7.C.2 outlining the cause of malfunction and the plans for
restoring the instrument (s) to operable status "

The smoke detectors for EDG A were taken out of service on November 10,1998 with restoration
,_

anticipated by December 30,1998. After the completion of the sprinkler modification work for EDG-A
work will commence for EDG-B. It's expected that the smoke detectors for EDG-B will be out of service i
starting January 2,1999 and returned to service by February 2,1999. This letter is intended to meet the
special report requirement of our Technical Specifications for the planned EDG-B smoke detector system
impairment. I

Cable Vault CO2 Suppression System

On October 2,1998 the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) issued Significant Event Notification
(SEN) 188. This SEN detailed the unexpected CO2 fire suppression system discharge at the Idaho National
Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) on July 28,1998. This event at INEEL resulted in
multiple injuries and one fatality when the CO2 system discharged without any warning alarm. A review of
this event was performed, which included a search for similar events at other nuclear facilities. One such
event involved a failure of a timing module in a IIalon actuation panel. When the timing module failed the
IIalon suppression system discharged also without any waming alarm. Vermont Yankee uses this same
type of timing module in the Cable Vault CO2 actuation panel. 1 ,
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Based on the seriousness of an unexpected activation of a CO2 fire suppression system, the Cable Vault
CO2 fire suppression system was removed from service on December 7,1998. An hourly fire watch was

,

established within the Cable Vault in accordance with our Technical Specifications. The site Fire Brigade I
Leaders were briefed on the methods to manually activate the CO2 system. The smoke detection system |

for the Cable Vault remains in service.

The manufacturer has been contacted for technical assistance in the replacement of the timing module or
other modification to reduce the risk of an unexpected activation. It's anticipated that the Cable Vault CO2
fire suppression system will return to service by March 31,1999.

Vermont Yankee Technical Specification 3.13.D.2 indicates that:

"From and after the date that the CO2 system in the cable vault or a switchgear room is inoperable,
within one hour a fire watch shall be established to inspect the location at least once every hour,
provided that the fire detection system is operable in accordance with 3.13.A. If the fire detection
system is also inoperable, within one hour a continuous fire watch shall be established with i

backup fire suppression equipment. Restore the CO2 system to operable status within 14 days or
submit a report within the next 30 days to the Commission as specified in 6.7.C.2 outlining the
cause ofinoperability and the plans for restoring the CO2 system to operable status."

East & West Switchgear Room CO2 Suppression Systems )

The actuation panels for both the East and West Switchgear Room CO? systems performed unexpectedly
during a routine surveillance. When the East Switchgear actuation panel was being tested the display went
blank and would not respond to commands. The panel had to be down-powered and rebooted. When the
West Switchgear actuation panel was being tested, an unknown error message came up on the display.

As a conservative action to provide ultimate employee safety, the CO2 suppression systems for both the
East and West Switchgear Rooms were taken out of service on November 19,1998. An hourly fire watch
was established in the East and West Switchgear Rooms in accordance with our Technical Specifications.
The site Fire Brigade Leaders were briefed on the methods to manually activate the above CO2 systems.
The smoke detection systems for the East & West Switchgear Rooms remain in service.

The vendor was contacted and the microprocessor for each actuation panel was replaced. Prior to placing
each CO2 system back in service the review of SEN 188 was completed as detailed above. It's been
determined that the East and West Switchgear Rooms use the same type of timing module in their fire
alarm panel as the Cable Vault. The manufacturer has been contacted for technical assistance in the
replacement or modification of the current timing module to reduce the risk of an unexpected activation.
It's anticipated that the CO2 systems for the East and West Switchgear Rooms will be out of service until
March 31,1999.

Vermont Yankee Technical Specification 3.13.D.2 indicates that:

"From and after the date that the CO2 system in the cable vault or a switchgear room is inoperable,
within one hour a fire watch shall be established to inspect the location at least once every hour,
provided that the fire detection system is operable in accordance with 3.13.A. If the fire detection
system is also inoperable, within one hour a continuous fire watch shall be established with

j backup fire suppression equipment. Restore the CO2 system to operable status within 14 days or
i submit a report within the next 30 days to the Commission as specified in 6.7.C.2 outlining the
! cause ofinoperability and the plans for restoring the CO2 system to operable status."
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This letter is submitted to satisfy the special report requirement of our Technical Specifications for EDG-A
fire detection system, the CO2 fire suppression system for the Cable Vault, the East and West Switchgear
Room CO2 fire suppression systems. This letter is also submitted to satisfy the special report requirement
of our Technical Specifications for EDG-B fire detection system impairment currently planned for January
1999.

We trust you will find this submittal satisfactory. However, should you desire additional information,
please feel free to contact us.

Sincerely,

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION
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f
Michael A. Balduzzi
Plant Manager

C: USNRC Region 1 Administrator
! USNRC Resident Inspector. VYNPS

USNRC Project Manager- VYNPS
Vermont Depanment of Public Service
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